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Note: This is the real, long-promised, complete, fully documented, peer-reviewed edition of the

book. If you already bought a Kindle copy of the first edition,  has promised me that you will NOT

have to buy a copy of this second edition. You should received an email from  notifying you to

download the revised edition. The second edition should be "live" on the Kindle store on or before

June 1, 2015, as soon as I finish the final proofread. Thank you for your patience!An exhaustive

analysis of the "Zodiac Killer" letters of 1969 reveals the shocking truth that they were a cruel hoax

intended to terrorize the public with a fictitious "deranged killer" who took "credit" for the otherwise

unrelated murders of five young people in the San Francisco Bay area. The letters are compared,

sentence by sentence, with the actual evidence in each crime, which reveals not only that the letters

were a hoax, but also reveals the exact sources of the hoaxer's information. This research also

reveals, for the first time, that two infamous phone calls from the supposed "Zodiac Killer" were also

hoaxes. To learn

more:http://zodiackillerhoax1986.freeforums.nethttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMnVLP1dcsO
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Being familiar with the Zodiac investigations, I appreciate Mr. Horan's efforts. I can tell he has done

a lot of work and he appears to be presenting a theory, which I "think" I find intriguing. I say "think"

because the read was like taking a big bite of a Twinkie and discovering there isn't any cream filling.

Each time Mr.Horan seems to be making his case by bringing all the key puzzle pieces together, the

reader is slammed with paragraphs containing "[SECTION REDACTED AT THIS TIME IN

COOPERATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT]". Mr.Horan is on track in his analysis, which suggest

there are probably some very dark and embarrassing secrets that a few of these agencies don't

want disclosed. Unfortunately, he has not yet come to the realization that the Zodiac investigation is

not going to be solved by any of the pertinent LE agancies. Some of these cold cases are over 45

years old and all of the pertinent LE agencies are operating on limited budgets, time and staff. Mr.

Horan should consider putting the substance back in his book and re-publishing it.

Awful book based on a theory that the Author can not confirm in any way. This Author blames an

investigator in the Zodiac case for creating and carrying out the zodiac 'hoax'. He has pointed the

finger at, and named this person on various sites on the internet, all without a shred of proof.If you

are a casual observer of the zodiac case, or do not know much at all about it,then it might sound like

he might be on to something. However,if you have studied and researched the case, you will know

that this book and theory is a complete waste of your time,and your 99 cents. My advice,save your

99 cents, or better yet, buy toilet paper since you can use it instead of this book, they both are only

good for one thing

Lots of bloodsuckers have tried to make a buck off the Zodiac case over the years, but this sets an

all-time low. Mr. Horan claims the Zodiac Killer never really existed (except on paper). Rather than

actual murder, Horan asserts that the Zodiac "Killer" is only responsible for writing taunting letters, in

which he took credit for unsolved murders. His assertions are nothing but speculation run wild

without a shred of evidence and in complete disregard for known facts. If, however, you are tired of

the same old boring, well-documented facts, then this may well provide for a fanciful diversion from

reality. Maybe Horan's real agenda is to write a Hollywood movie script, as research was obviously

not a prerequisite for writing his "book." Your dollar is better spent on a movie rental.

If you want to listen to this pompous, marble-mouthed windbag trip over his own theories while

accusing everyone else who has done proper research of being part of an imaginary conspiracy,

listen to his appearances on The Generation Why Podcast.Every single one of Horan's theories not



just require, but beg for the suspension of disbelief, and are rife with conjecture.I understand that

there were distortions and lies in Graysmith's book, but that does not mean that the Zodiac Killer

never existed. The fact that this man is paid to teach the youth of this country is disturbing, while the

fact that he offers his writing services on Guru is laughable.

I'm a skeptic. I started reading this book Bc I'm a skeptic. I was looking thru some reddit or another

where this book was mentioned. Posters there piled on the guy who said, almost in passing,

"graysmith is the only guy who can answer for the zodiac killings". That caught me so I tracked that

to this guys book. I was calling BS the whole way. The simplest answers usually right. There were

some serial killings and now this Horan's guy is trying to make a case for a conspiracy? Too

complicated, too many people involved.I was dead wrong. And it's not Horan's theory. There's not

really any guesswork involved. All he did was look at all the available documents and make very

logical conclusions. Even saying conclusions is a stretch. He was simply stated what was there. He

provides the links for you. Graysmith didn't do that. In fact graysmith was counting on the public

never seeing those documents and now that we have its so clear.I'm not a conspiracy theorist. I

despise that kind of lazy thinking. But this, Horan's thinking, is not lazy. It's meticulously worked out.

It's a shame that this book was not a national phenomenon.Btw, Horan's in interviews said

I've heard of this book and finally got a look at it.There has always been some doubt in my mind

about the "Zodiac killer" and, I must be honest, this very thought has crossed my mind. I believe it is

entirely possible that it was a hoax.If anyone knows about this "Zodiac killings" then they can see

that, other than the letters - and some dubious evidence- that there were no other connections

between the crimes.I always though either A) a newspaper man was pushing this story as a way to

sell papers or B) someone was taking credit for crimes they didn't commit. The only crimes that

could be described as "Zodiac" crimes are the Lake Berryessa stabbings and the killing of Cab

Driver Paul Stine... Even then, it's easy to see how, if one wished, one could concoct a mystery

killer out of all of that.So, I'm keeping an open mind about this one and entertaining the possibility

that it wasn't what we've been lead to believe.Either way, good little book and worth a read if you're

into unsolved crime.Zodiackillerfacts dot com is a great site for more information.
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